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Abstract
How do politicians use moral appeals in their rhetoric? Previous research suggests that morality plays an important role in elite communication and that the endorsement of specific values varies systematically across the ideological spectrum. We argue that this view is incomplete since it only focuses on whether certain values are endorsed and not how they are contextualized by politicians. Using a novel sentence embedding approach, we show that although liberal and conservative politicians use the same moral terms, they attach diverging meanings to these values. Accordingly, the politics of morality is not about the promotion of specific moral values per se but, rather, a competition over their respective meaning. Our results highlight that simple dictionary-based methods to measure moral rhetoric may be insufficient since they fail to account for the semantic contexts in which words are used and, therefore, risk overlooking important features of political communication and party competition.
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‘Everyone cares about fairness, but there are two major kinds. On the left, fairness often implies equality, but on the right, it means proportionality.’

David Easton famously defined politics as the ‘authoritative allocation of values’ (Easton 1953). It is no surprise that the resulting political debates ultimately centre around morality: questions of what is fundamentally right or wrong. This is especially the case in countries that are becoming increasingly polarized, such as the US or the UK. Consequently, recent scholarship in political science and beyond has developed a renewed interest in the relationship between politics and morality (Barker and Tinnick 2006; Lakoff 2010; Ryan 2014). A particularly influential framework on how to understand moral values related to political worldviews is the Moral Foundations Theory (MFT). The framework highlights that morality varies along at least five distinct dimensions: care, fairness, loyalty, authority, and sanctity (Haidt 2001, Haidt 2012; Haidt and Joseph 2004; Haidt, Graham, and Joseph 2009; Haidt, Koller, and Dias 1993). A consistent finding is that liberals and conservatives vary systematically in their endorsement of these five dimensions (see, for example, Clifford 2017; Clifford et al. 2015; Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009; Kraft 2018). While the causal direction of the relationship between morality and ideology is contested (Hatemi, Crabtree, and Smith 2019; Smith et al. 2017), the strong connection between political predispositions and moral values in the public suggests that these differences should
manifest in the context of elite political discourse. Specifically, politicians, party leaders, and candidates running for office should have incentives to make use of different moral arguments to target their supporters’ underlying political convictions (Blumenau and Lauderdale 2022).

Despite the robust relationship between moral values and ideological differences in the general public, recent work examining the use of moral rhetoric in elite communication has yielded mixed results. While some scholars found differences between liberal and conservative politicians that were largely consistent with the expectations of MFT (for example, Brady et al. 2019; Clifford and Jerit 2013; Enke 2020), other studies found less conclusive evidence regarding ideological differences in moral rhetoric (for example, Frimer 2020; Sterling and Jost 2018; Wang and Inbar 2021). We argue that these empirical inconsistencies can be explained by two insights about the nature of moral messaging that have not been sufficiently accounted for in previous research: in brief, ideological differentiation in moral messaging is (a) conditional on the composition of the target audience that is addressed by elites and (b) can be more subtle than simply emphasizing one moral dimension over another.

We address the first gap in the literature by systematically comparing different types of political speeches that vary in the extent to which they address a wider national audience of mainly in-party supporters across two countries. In the US, we compare ideological differentiation in moral messaging between State of the Union Addresses as well as the party convention speeches of presidential candidates. We employ a similar contrast in the United Kingdom, where we analyze the moral rhetoric in the Queen’s Speeches written by the British government (delivered by the Queen/King) in comparison to yearly party leader speeches. The State of the Union Addresses and the Queen’s Speeches are intended for national audiences and are frequently evaluated by pundits in terms of their potential to unify the country, while speeches at party conventions primarily target the politician’s supporters, often in an attempt to mobilize them for upcoming elections. Consequently, we expect that ideological differentiation in moral rhetoric will be more pronounced among the latter set of speeches in both countries.

However, this does not necessarily imply that there is no ideological differentiation in moral messaging when targeting national audiences, which leads us to the second gap in the literature we are going to address in this research. Standard dictionary approaches that only focus on whether certain values are endorsed are insufficient to detect more nuanced differences in moral rhetoric. Instead, we examine how moral arguments are contextualized by developing a sentence embedding approach that allows us to examine differences in the semantic contexts in which elites across the ideological spectrum employ moral language.

Our results indicate that while liberal and conservative politicians use similar moral terms, there is evidence that they attach systematically different meanings to the underlying values. Interestingly, this divergence is more pronounced for moral arguments focused on loyalty in the US and fairness in the UK. In addition, while moral divergence is evident across all types of speeches, it appears to be stronger when elites address their supporters rather than broader national audiences. We corroborate our findings in a set of two supplemental analyses. First, we examine rhetoric used in US presidential debates. This allows us to explore if ideological differentiation in moral reasoning persists in settings where elites target the same audience but have much less control over the issues that are debated and, importantly, both sides have to discuss the same topics. Second, we compare email newsletters from US senators. Here, we have an opportunity to assess divergence in moral rhetoric when politicians are directly communicating to dedicated supporters instead of a broader audience. In sum, we examine elites’ moral rhetoric across a variety of contexts with a changing audience composition.

Our findings suggest that the politics of morality is not only about the endorsement of specific moral values per se but, rather, a competition over the meaning of such values. We illustrate the nuanced ways elites use moral language and thereby underscore the necessity to move beyond simple dictionary approaches, especially when it comes to the study of elite communication (see also Rheault and Cochrane 2020; Rodman 2020). Thus, in light of Haidt’s (2012) basic insight that
moral foundations such as fairness can have diverging meanings, text-based approaches to studying elite communication need to incorporate the semantic context of moral rhetoric to help us better understand the politics of morality (see also Hochschild 1981; Meegan 2019).

Moral Foundations and Elite Rhetoric

Moral Foundations Theory has been successful in establishing systematic associations between moral foundations and political ideology across various contexts (Graham et al. 2013). Liberals put greater emphasis on values such as care and fairness while conservatives rely more on values such as loyalty, authority, and sanctity. The endorsement of these moral foundations has also been linked to more specific attitudes such as towards the poor (Low and Wui 2015), foreign policy (Kertzer et al. 2014), environmental protection (Feinberg and Willer 2013), contentious social issues like abortion (Koleva et al. 2012), and political preferences expressed in open-ended responses (Kraft 2018). While primarily tested in the US, these patterns generalize to other contexts, such as in Sweden (Nilsson and Erlandsson 2015), the Netherlands (Van Leeuwen and Park 2009) and South Korea (Kim, Kang, and Yun 2012). In sum, the political relevance of moral foundations at the individual level is well-established in the literature (see also Turner-Zwinkels et al. 2021).

The fact that citizens systematically endorse distinct moral values across the ideological spectrum creates incentives for political elites to leverage these differences as part of their communication strategies. Specifically, political messaging has been shown to be more effective if it relies on moral arguments consistent with people’s predispositions. First, framing issues in terms of moral foundations strengthens prior attitudes (Day et al. 2014) and facilitates persuasion (Feinberg and Willer 2013, 2015). Second, moral appeals in political advertising induce emotional responses (Lipsitz 2018), and moral-emotional content is shared more widely on social media (Brady et al. 2019). Third, stronger moral convictions are associated with greater political engagement (Skitka and Bauman 2008). Accordingly, politicians should have strong incentives to rely on distinct moral rhetoric to mobilize their supporters, to persuade out-partisans, or to decrease support for their opponent (see also Blumenau and Lauderdale 2022; Voelkel and Feinberg 2018).

Several recent studies have, therefore, examined how politicians use moral language in their communication but evidence on the political elites is surprisingly mixed. On the one hand, some researchers report ideological differences in elite moral rhetoric that are consistent with MFT. Clifford and Jerit (2013), for instance, demonstrate how proponents and opponents of stem cell research rely on different moral arguments. Similarly, using latent semantic analysis, Sagi and Dehghani (2014) find ideological differences in moral arguments surrounding the debate over abortion in the US Senate, where Democrats rely more on fairness-related arguments and Republicans emphasize the purity foundation. Jung (2020), while not examining ideological differences on individual foundations, finds that moralized language in party manifestos across six English-speaking countries enhances voter turnout. Other studies, however, find less consistent evidence that politicians differ in moral language use, as suggested by MFT (for example, Frimer 2020; Wang and Inbar 2021). For example, Sterling and Jost (2018) find that liberal members of Congress used more fairness- and harm-related words in Twitter messages, while conservative legislators used more authority-related words, a finding that is consistent with MFT. At the same time, however, liberals used more language about group loyalty and purity, which is unexpected according to the theoretical framework. Moving beyond the US context, Bos and Minihold (2022) find similar evidence in European multiparty systems, suggesting that the political elites frequently use moral language, albeit not always in a way that is coherent with the predictions of MFT.

A possible explanation for these empirical inconsistencies can be found in the recent study by Enke (2020), who analyzed survey data of more than 200,000 American citizens, to show that there is systematic variation between the endorsement of moral foundations at the county level. Importantly, representatives in the U.S. Congress use rhetoric that aligns with their
constituency’s moral preferences: comparing the campaign documents and congressional speeches of various candidates, the author finds that political elites are using moral language that is congruent with their electorate. Focusing on communications in the context of U.S. presidential elections, however, Enke (2020) also shows that ideological differences in moral messaging tend to dissipate after the conclusion of the primaries. Thus, there appears to be little evidence for moral divergence if political elites address the same audience.

In sum, these findings suggest that differentiation in moral rhetoric diminishes once politicians compete in front of the same audience. While these results suggest a clear link between elite-level moral rhetoric and specific audiences, the question remains: how do politicians address morally diverse audiences; for example, when elected elites run for national office? Is political rhetoric simply changing in nature and less infused with morality or do elites employ moral messaging that is still distinct but more nuanced? In the next section, we argue that politicians have incentives to send ambiguous signals when the moral preferences of their audience are unknown. Consequently, we need analytic tools that are capable of detecting more subtle cues in political rhetoric.

Moral Messaging and Audience Composition

Previous research has revealed mixed evidence regarding the systematic ideological differences in moral foundations among political elites. While some studies only suggest limited ideological differentiation, others report clear evidence that politicians adjust their messaging to match their respective audiences. We argue that these diverging results are due to the variation in intended audiences and the underlying differences in moral preferences. In a setting where variation in moral foundations is limited and preferences are known to the speaker, it is without risk for politicians to incorporate unambiguous moral signals. However, when there is greater variation in moral preferences or where the preference distribution is unknown, politicians are faced with a strategic dilemma: do they engage in clear moral rhetoric with the risk of being punished by voters or should they send equivocal moral signals?

Building on the idea that voters seek to minimize the moral distance between themselves and their representatives (Enke 2020), we argue that elites have an incentive to employ strategic ambiguity in moral messaging when they address broader audiences. Canonical work as early as Downs (1957) suggests that parties can have strategic incentives to send equivocal messages to enhance their electoral potential. Shepsle (1972) similarly argues that elites can have incentives to pursue a strategy of ambiguity, depending on certain characteristics of the electorate (see also Page 1976). In short, comparable to electoral incentives for equivocal messages on specific policy positions, different audience compositions may invoke equivalent incentives for ambiguity in moral messaging by political elites. Therefore, we formulate our first hypothesis as follows:

**H1:** Ideological differentiation in moral messaging in political speeches is stronger if elites address their supporters than if they address broader national audiences.

As we point out above, however, moral divergence may be more subtle than simply emphasizing one moral dimension over another. Instead, moral messaging may incorporate competition over the meaning of shared values which, ultimately, invokes lexical ambiguity in political rhetoric. Thus, our second hypothesis directly addresses the extent to which political elites attach the same meaning to moral foundations or whether they use them in different semantic contexts:

**H2:** Ideological differentiation in moral messaging in political speeches manifests itself through elites emphasizing the same moral foundations in different semantic contexts.

In sum, we expect to find more systematic ideological differentiation in elite rhetoric when politicians address their core constituents who themselves have distinct moral preferences. We further
argue that this does not necessarily imply that there is no moral dimension to political discourse when addressing broader national audiences. However, instead of focusing on whether certain values are endorsed, we have to examine how they are contextualized by politicians. Since simple dictionary methods are not sufficient to fulfil this task, we proceed by developing a framework that allows us to test both hypotheses outlined above.

**Sentence Embeddings and the Meaning of Morality**

Given the ideological differences in moral foundations among the public, there is good reason to expect similar patterns in political elite communication. However, we saw that politicians frequently use moral language in a way that is inconsistent with the expectations of MFT. At the same time, previous studies are limited in the sense that they only relied on basic dictionary term frequencies to assess moral rhetoric in text. As Haidt (2012) suggested in his statement about fairness, morality can manifest not only in terms of word choice but also in terms of differences in their underlying meaning (see also Chiu et al. 1997). In other words, the same term can take on different meanings depending on the semantic context in which it is used. To our knowledge, Sterling and Jost’s (2018) examination of moral discourse on Twitter is the only example that studies these dynamics as part of an exploratory analysis. By extracting individual words that are more likely to appear in the close vicinity of moral terms, the authors find suggestive evidence that politicians rely on similar moral words to emphasize different policy priorities. In the following, we provide a framework to test the same argument more systematically.

A growing body of research in political science started to explore the changing meaning of words across documents – for instance, to track temporal change – by relying on word embeddings (for example, Rheault and Cochrane 2020; Rodman 2020). Put simply, word embeddings represent the vocabulary in a document as vectors in a k-dimensional space where distances between vector representations describe the semantic similarity of the underlying concepts (Rodriguez and Spirling 2022). Recent studies explore the changing meaning of words by examining changes in the underlying embedding vectors of a fixed term (Rodman 2020). However, such an approach requires larger amounts of text to learn embedding vectors than what is available in our context.

We propose an alternative approach that can be applied using much smaller text corpora. Instead of training new word embedding models to compare liberal and conservative politicians, we rely on pre-trained word embeddings (GloVe) to derive embedding representations of the sentences in which moral terms appear. Specifically, we rely on the sentence embedding algorithm proposed by Arora, Liang, and Ma (2016), which conceptualizes the probability of word \( w \) being emitted in sentence \( s \) as conditional on a discourse vector \( c_s \). Crucially, the discourse vector \( c_s \) can be understood as representing ‘what is being talked about’ in sentence \( s \). The assumed data-generating process of any word appearing in a given text then takes the following form:

\[
\Pr[w \text{ emitted in sentence } s|c_s] = \alpha p(w) + (1 - \alpha) \frac{\exp(\langle \tilde{c}_s, v_w \rangle)}{Z_{\tilde{c}_s}},
\]

where \( \tilde{c}_s = \beta c_0 + (1 - \beta)c_s \), \( c_0 \perp c_s \).

Here, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are scalar hyperparameters and \( Z_{\tilde{c}_s} = \sum_{w \in V} \exp(\langle \tilde{c}_s, v_w \rangle) \) is a normalizing constant. Importantly, Arora, Liang, and Ma (2016) show that the maximum likelihood estimate of \( c_s \) can be approximated by a weighted average of the (pre-trained) embedding vectors of the words in the sentence. In other words, we can use a combination of all word embeddings contained in a sentence to compute a numeric representation of the sentence’s underlying content.\(^1\)

\(^1\)See Appendix A for a validation of this approach.
Leveraging the approximation of each sentence’s discourse vector derived by Arora, Liang, and Ma (2016), we use the following strategy to explore ideological differentiation in the underlying semantic context in which moral terms are mentioned. First, to identify moral language we rely on the updated Moral Foundations Dictionary (MFD2.0) proposed by Frimer et al. (2019; see also Frimer 2020), which builds upon the original MFD developed by Graham, Haidt, and Nosek (2009). Using the dictionary, we extract all sentences that include explicit moral content. Second, we use pre-trained GloVe embeddings (with \( k = 100 \)) and the algorithm proposed by Arora, Liang, and Ma (2016) to compute embeddings for each sentence that contains a moral term. Importantly, the moral term itself is not included when computing the sentence embedding, which ensures that the embeddings only capture the semantic context and are not confounded by the dictionary. Roughly, these embeddings can be understood as a multi-dimensional numeric representation of ‘what is being talked about’ in each sentence within a given moral foundation. The third step is to investigate the similarity between sentences we have identified within each moral foundation. A standard approach to measure the similarity between embedding vectors is to compute their cosine similarity (for example, Manning et al. 2008). More formally, the cosine similarity is defined as:

\[
\text{Cosine similarity} = \frac{\vec{a} \cdot \vec{b}}{||\vec{a}|| ||\vec{b}||},
\]

where \( \vec{a} \) is the embedding vector of sentence \( a \) and \( \vec{b} \) is the respective embedding vector of sentence \( b \). In essence, this measure describes the angle between both embedding vectors to quantify their similarity in the embedding space. In practice, the measure ranges from 0 (no semantic overlap) to 1 (perfect semantic overlap).\(^2\) As we will further discuss below, this framework allows us to directly compare differences in the semantic context of the moral language used by political elites, which ultimately enables us to make inferences about the diverging meaning of moral terms (see Rodriguez, Spirling, and Stewart 2023, for similar arguments regarding the relationship between semantic context and the meaning of a word). In contrast to alternative approaches to capture changing meanings of individual terms (for example, Rheault and Cochrane 2020; Rodman 2020), our procedure does not require newly trained embeddings, which makes it ideal for applications with small text corpora. Before discussing these analyses in more detail, however, we first turn to a brief overview of our data sources.

**Study 1: How Elites Address National Audiences**

We rely on four main data sources from the US and the UK for our analysis of moral rhetoric in elite messaging: (a) State of the Union Addresses given by US presidents (1950–2020), (b) Queen’s Speeches in the UK (1950–2017), (c) US convention speeches (1932–2016), and (d) British party leader speeches given at party conferences (1946–2017). The four data sources provide a total of 349 unique documents. Table 1 presents an overview of the different data sources with information on the number of documents and the average word count per speech.

The State of the Union Address and the Queen’s Speech receive a lot of attention in the media and, therefore, reach a broad national audience in each respective country. Both speeches are given to inform the legislatures about the government’s agenda and, consequently, the speeches cover a wide range of political issues. These speeches are intended for the general public and have been studied for various purposes such as extracting issue salience (Green-Pedersen and Walgrave

\(^2\)Note that cosine similarities are not strictly bound to be positive since the angle between two vectors can exceed 90°. Thus, while cosine similarities of embedding vectors usually remain in positive space, the measure can take any value in the interval \([-1,1]\).
In comparison, the speeches given by presidential candidates at party conventions in the US and the party leader speeches given at yearly conferences in the UK are delivered in front of in-party supporters. While these speeches still target national audiences, the messaging is focused more on party members in an attempt to mobilize the politician’s base for upcoming elections. Party leader and convention speeches are, therefore, not as encompassing as the State of the Union Address or the Queen’s Speech. Accordingly, this comparison provides an initial opportunity to examine whether politicians adjust their moral rhetoric to appeal to different audiences.

By combining speeches from the US and the UK, we are further able to compare ideological differences in moral rhetoric across political systems. Despite the presence of a socialist party in the UK and the more important role of religion in US politics, both political systems are dominated by two major political parties and have relatively similar political cultures. Thus, we can directly assess whether our findings replicate across similar political environments.

**Liberal and Conservative Politicians use the Same Moral Terms**

Do politicians across the ideological spectrum use moral rhetoric consistent with the predictions of MFT? Fig. 1 compares party differences in the use of moral language across the four sets of speeches using the updated Moral Foundations Dictionary (MFD2.0) proposed by Frimer et al. (2019). Specifically, the figure displays the average percentage of dictionary terms related to each moral dimension that appears in a given speech. Remarkably, the overall emphasis on moral foundations is quite consistent across speeches, even though we are comparing contexts with varying target audiences. Overall, politicians tend to use more care-, loyalty-, and authority-related words while language about fairness or sanctity appears less common.

More importantly, however, we do not find systematic ideological differences that match theoretical expectations in the literature. Across data sources, there is little evidence for diverging moral rhetoric and to the extent that significant differences between liberal and conservative politicians exist they are not necessarily consistent with the expectations of MFT. Taking the US State of the Union Address as an example, Democratic presidents emphasize the loyalty dimension slightly more than their Republican counterparts. There is no evidence that differential moral rhetoric only materializes for more targeted audiences (that is, in UK party leader speeches or US convention speeches). In sum, we are unable to detect the clear systematic differences between the major parties on the five dimensions of morality predicted by MFT.

A possible explanation for the lack of ideological differences could be that the comparison between parties obscures systematic variation in moral language over time. For example, historic events or gradual policy shifts might shape when parties use different moral terms. Therefore, in Appendix B, we examine how the emphasis on specific moral foundations changed over time for each speech type. However, there is no clear evidence that the use of moral language over time

---

While this difference does not reach conventional levels of statistical significance, it is worth noting that Sterling and Jost (2018) similarly found that liberal members of Congress used more language pertaining to group loyalty than conservative lawmakers on Twitter.
reflects gradual policy shifts or historic events that causes potential discontinuities. As such, the average proportions covering the entire periods under consideration do not conceal theoretically meaningful variation in moral foundations.

Another explanation could be that there are substantial ideological differences in moral language use within rather than between each foundation. In other words, the categories in the MFD might be too broad, such that liberals and conservatives appear to talk about the same underlying foundation but emphasize systematically different words. To rule out this possibility, we examine whether politicians also tend to rely on the same terms within each moral dimension. Appendix C shows that the most common moral words are used in similar amounts by liberal and conservative politicians, which indicates that there is not only a lack of systematic differentiation in moral foundations as a whole but also in the use of individual dictionary terms themselves.

Accordingly, political elites not only emphasize each moral foundation to a similar degree but also use the same terms within each dimension. This lack of ideological differentiation in moral messaging is consistent across speeches that target national audiences as well as party supporters, a finding that appears to contradict H1. However, as we suggest in H2, even if politicians across the political spectrum use the same moral terms within each foundation, this does not necessarily imply that they attach the same underlying meaning to these terms. We investigate this possibility in the remainder of this article.

Figure 1. Average mention of moral dimensions in all data sources: 95 per cent confidence intervals based on a non-parametric document-level bootstrap.
**Moral Foundations Can Have Diverging Meanings**

To explore whether elites with different ideological standings use the same moral terms in diverging semantic contexts, we use the following procedure for each speech type and moral foundation. First, we select all sentences containing at least one dictionary term belonging to the corresponding foundation. Next, we compute the embedding cosine similarities between all cross-document sentence pairs. Recall that this cosine similarity can be understood as a measure of the semantic overlap of ‘what is being talked about’ in each sentence. Next, iterating over individual documents, we compute the average difference in cosine similarities of statements by politicians belonging to the same party versus those belonging to a different party.\(^4\) This provides us with a single numeric summary for each speech, indicating whether the semantic context of moral terms belonging to each foundation is more coherent with other in-party or out-party speeches. A positive value on this metric implies that, within a given moral foundation, on average, sentence pairs from two different speeches made by politicians from the same party are more similar than sentence pairs belonging to different parties. Note that this approach directly accounts for within-party variation in the context of moral language use. We re-scale the measure to standard deviation units to facilitate comparisons between speech types and compute uncertainty estimates using a non-parametric document-level bootstrap.

Using this method, we compute average differences in cosine similarities for each moral dimension within each speech type. The results are displayed in Fig. 2. To reiterate, positive values indicate that the semantic contexts of a given moral foundation – in other words, approximations of ‘what is being talked about’ – are more similar within parties than they are between parties. While our previous analysis indicates that there were no systematic differences between liberal and conservative politicians’ emphasis on distinct moral dimensions, we now find evidence for diverging moral rhetoric on certain foundations.

In the US, the semantic context of moral foundations in political speeches remained largely consistent across party lines. Only politicians’ discussion of loyalty suggests a certain degree of ideological differentiation of moral rhetoric in State of the Union Addresses as well as party convention speeches (both \(p < 0.10\)). In other words, Republican and Democratic presidents and presidential candidates used moral terms centred around loyalty in different semantic contexts and, therefore, attached diverging meanings to the foundation. This finding is particularly interesting since Democratic presidents emphasized the loyalty foundation slightly more than Republicans in State of the Union Addresses (see Fig. 1), a pattern that is not consistent with the predictions of MFT. Our analysis of the semantic context of moral terms helps contextualize this seeming incongruity between theory and empirics: Democratic politicians may emphasize loyalty more than Republicans, but they essentially mean different things when talking about this foundation.

In the United Kingdom, on the other hand, the moral foundation with the clearest divergence in the semantic context is fairness rather than loyalty. Thus, while the competition over the meaning of morality is mostly limited to the loyalty found in the US, it appears more comprehensive and particularly pronounced for the fairness foundation in the UK. Again, this analysis helps us contextualize our initial evidence focused on the raw proportions of moral foundation terms. Although there is some indication that Labour politicians emphasized fairness more than Conservative politicians in the Queen’s Speeches and party leader speeches, these differences do not reach conventional levels of statistical significance (see Fig. 1). However, taking into account the semantic context shows that there is clear ideological differentiation in moral rhetoric between liberal and conservative elites on this dimension. In sum, these results suggest that, in the UK, moral rhetoric surrounding the fairness foundation is especially contested even though politicians across the political spectrum emphasize the foundation to a similar degree.

\(^4\)The cosine similarities are only based on inter-document sentence comparisons. In other words, the within-party similarity measure is not confounded by larger semantic overlap within a given document itself.
Comparing the results between speech types, we see that ideological differentiation across all foundations is stronger in party leader speeches than in Queen’s Speeches. The significant difference in cosine similarities is not only larger on the fairness foundation, but also manifests in the care, loyalty, and authority dimensions. Finding stronger ideological differentiation in party leader speeches lends support to H1 since these speeches address more narrow partisan audiences than the Queen’s Speeches. Lastly, it is noteworthy that when looking at the Queen’s Speeches, the semantic context of moral terms belonging to the care foundation varies more within parties than between parties, as indicated by the negative average difference in cosine similarities. This result may suggest that when it comes to care, moral divergence is better characterized as changing rhetoric across time rather than between parties.

While the results thus far indicate that ideological differentiation in the semantic contexts of moral foundations is stronger in the UK than in the US, it is worth noting that this may not be the case in the future. Figure 3 explores average differences in cosine similarities over time. This comparison allows us to examine whether moral rhetoric has become increasingly differentiated – for example, due to partisan polarization. Indeed, in the US there is evidence that ideological differentiation in moral rhetoric is increasing over time for both types of speeches. To the extent that this trend continues, we expect that the partisan divergence in moral rhetoric in the US will
become more pronounced in the upcoming years. There is no comparable trend towards more ideological differentiation in the United Kingdom. If anything, average differences in cosine similarities appear to decline when looking at party leader speeches. Thus, while divergence in the meanings of morality was most evident in UK party leader speeches, the trends suggest that moral discourse in the US may soon show similar patterns.

In sum, our analyses illustrate the great potential of moving beyond basic dictionary approaches to study the politics of morality in elite messaging. Although politicians across the ideological spectrum might use the same moral terms, they appear to attach diverging meanings to them. Importantly, to capture these nuances in moral divergence, scholars have to supplement dictionary counts by incorporating the semantic context in which moral terms appear. For instance, our analysis thus far illustrates that some of the findings that initially appear inconsistent with MFT may be explained by the fact that the underlying dictionary terms differ in meaning between liberal and conservative politicians.

**Study 2: Moral Divergence Across Contexts**

Analyzing four types of speeches in two countries, we found evidence for ideological differentiation in moral rhetoric, particularly about the dimensions of fairness and loyalty. Moral divergence appears more pronounced when political elites address their respective supporters (for example, at party conventions) rather than broader audiences (for example, at the State of the Union Address). That said, we have to consider two potential caveats when interpreting these results. First, our measure of ideological differentiation in the meanings of morality may be confounded by the distribution of topics across speeches. After all, a complete lack of overlap in topics covered by liberal and conservative speeches, albeit unlikely, would make it challenging attribute differences in semantic context solely to diverging meanings of morality. Second,
although party leader and convention speeches are mostly targeted at partisan supporters, they nevertheless receive national media attention and may, therefore, still reach a fairly broad audience. This raises the question of how moral divergence manifests in a context where messages can be disseminated exclusively to a narrower audience. We address both caveats in a second set of analyses, leveraging additional text corpora from the US: that is, transcripts of presidential debates and the content of congressional newsletters sent by senators to their supporters via email.

**Moral Divergence Persists When Elites Discuss the Same Topics**

The first concern raised above is the potential confounding due to document-level variation in topics discussed by politicians. We evaluate this alternative explanation by replicating our analysis using a text corpus that represents a least-likely case for moral divergence if our findings were solely driven by the sets of topics raised in speeches. Specifically, we compare ideological differences in moral rhetoric in transcripts of presidential and vice-presidential debates in the US covering the years from 1960 to 2016.

Using debate transcripts provides two crucial advantages to supplement our previous analysis. First, we can explore ideological differentiation in moral rhetoric when elite messaging emerges spontaneously instead of being carefully scripted. Unlike in speeches, participants in the presidential and vice presidential debates use moral terms in a setting where they do not have the opportunity to carefully prepare every statement they plan to deliver, especially when it comes to defending their position in a back-and-forth argument. Since debates are dynamic by nature, participants have to provide answers to unanticipated questions and attacks, which enables us to investigate moral language that emerges more naturally than in a prepared speech. Secondly, the debate environment ensures that both contestants discuss the same underlying topics. The fact that the debates are moderated and candidates answer the same set of questions guarantees that the broader set of topics being covered is held constant between liberal and conservative candidates. In short, the presidential debates provide a useful supplemental test to investigate ideological differentiation in moral rhetoric when political elites have no opportunity to carefully prepare their statements and have no direct control over the set of topics being covered.

We use the same procedures as in Study 1 to extract the overall proportion of moral foundation terms as well as differences in the semantic context of each dimension. The results are summarized in Fig. 4. Even though by definition, the debate participants are addressing the same general audience, there are more distinct ideological differences in the relative emphasis on

![Figure 4](https://doi.org/10.1017/S000712342300008X)

*Figure 4.* Replication of Study 1 using transcripts from US presidential and vice-presidential debates (1960–2016): 95 per cent and 90 per cent confidence intervals based on non-parametric document-level bootstrap.
individual moral foundations than in State of the Union Addresses or party convention speeches. Specifically, Democratic candidates were more likely than Republicans to mention terms belonging to the care (p < 0.10), loyalty (p < 0.05), and authority (p < 0.10) foundations, the latter two differences standing in contrast to predictions derived from MFT. This rising ideological discrepancy in the relative emphasis on moral foundations may be because debate utterances are less scripted than written speeches, especially in situations when the exchange between candidates is becoming argumentative. Thus, candidates may be less able to maintain ambiguous moral stances in spontaneous statements even though they address the same national audience.

What about ideological differentiation in terms of the semantic context of moral terms? Again, comparing cosine similarities of sentences mentioning each moral foundation helps us contextualize the differences in moral rhetoric. First, when it comes to the care foundation, Democratic and Republican candidates not only differ in average mentions, but they also use the terms in different semantic contexts (p < 0.10). Secondly, regarding the loyalty foundation – where we found the clearest evidence of ideological differences that contradicted MFT – there is only weak and statistically insignificant evidence for divergence in semantic contexts. This pattern is even stronger for the authority dimension where we find practically no evidence that the semantic context of dictionary terms differs between Republican and Democratic candidates. Thus, in contrast to the theoretical expectations of MFT, Democratic candidates in presidential debates mention more terms belonging to the loyalty and authority dimensions than Republicans and, in addition, these terms appear in the same contexts across parties. A potential interpretation of this finding may be that Democratic candidates make concerted attempts to appeal to conservative voters in these debates. Another explanation for the unexpected ideological differentiation on the loyalty foundation may be that Democratic candidates have to foster unity within more diverse coalitions of supporters than Republicans (see Grossmann and Hopkins 2016).

To provide more intuition about the nature of the differences in semantic contexts in which moral terms appear, we present a sample statement by Hillary Clinton in one of the 2016 presidential debates in Table 2. This sentence mentions the term ‘share’, which belongs to the care foundation in the MFD. In it, Clinton argues for closing tax loopholes and having the wealthy pay their fair share. Out of all remaining statements in the 2016 presidential debates included in our corpus, we extracted all sentences that also mention the term ‘share’ and selected the two most similar and most dissimilar sentences according to their cosine similarity with Clinton’s original statement. Interestingly, they all discuss the necessity to pay a ‘fair share’, albeit in very different contexts. The two most similar sentences discuss tax reform using almost the same wording as Clinton’s initial statement. Notably, both statements were made by Clinton rather than Trump. The two most dissimilar sentences, on the other hand, raise the issue of paying a fair share in a strikingly different context, namely the defence budgets of NATO countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>we’re going to do it by having the wealthy pay their fair share and close the corporate loopholes. and I think it’s time that the wealthy and corporations paid their fair share to support this country. so we are going to have the wealthy pay their fair share. all I said, that it’s very possible that if they don’t pay a fair share, because this isn’t years ago where we could do what we’re doing.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar</td>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>we’re going to do it by having the wealthy pay their fair share and close the corporate loopholes. and I think it’s time that the wealthy and corporations paid their fair share to support this country. so we are going to have the wealthy pay their fair share. all I said, that it’s very possible that if they don’t pay a fair share, because this isn’t years ago where we could do what we’re doing.</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissimilar</td>
<td>Trump</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>number one, the countries of NATO, many of them aren’t paying their fair share. all I said, that it’s very possible that if they don’t pay a fair share, because this isn’t years ago where we could do what we’re doing.</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissimilar</td>
<td>Trump</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>number one, the countries of NATO, many of them aren’t paying their fair share. all I said, that it’s very possible that if they don’t pay a fair share, because this isn’t years ago where we could do what we’re doing.</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissimilar</td>
<td>Trump</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>number one, the countries of NATO, many of them aren’t paying their fair share. all I said, that it’s very possible that if they don’t pay a fair share, because this isn’t years ago where we could do what we’re doing.</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, both statements were made by Donald Trump, which exemplifies the pattern of larger semantic congruence within parties than between parties.5

This comparison illustrates how our sentence embedding approach captures whether the same moral terms are used in different contexts, and it also shows how these contexts are inherently intertwined with variations in topics.6 Although we focused on presidential debates where both candidates have to discuss the same topics throughout the conversation, our examples of dissimilar statements ultimately reveal how the same moral term is raised in the context of different political issues. In other words, while the general distribution of topics within a debate should be similar between Democratic and Republican candidates, they still deviate concerning the context in which the same moral terms appear.

Consistent with other approaches that rely on text embeddings, we understand these contextual differences as a manifestation of divergent ‘meanings’ of the underlying terms (Rodman 2020; Rodriguez, Spirling, and Stewart 2023). This interpretation rests on the distributional hypothesis in linguistic theory, which posits that words that appear in the same context ultimately have similar meanings (Firth 1957; Harris 1954). Furthermore, our analysis of presidential debates indicates that these contextual differences are not just driven by document-level variation in topic proportions, but rather by diverging semantic contexts within documents. Ultimately, the finding that liberal and conservative politicians talk about care or fairness in different contexts suggests that they are likely to have a diverging understanding of the underlying moral connotation.

In sum, there is substantial variation, both between and within parties, in terms of how particular moral terms are used. While more work is needed to conceptually disentangle variations in topics and the underlying meaning of morality, our sentence embedding framework provides a first step for such a more nuanced analysis of ideological differentiation in moral rhetoric.

Exclusive Messages Exacerbate Moral Divergence

Our second concern pertains to the question of whether politicians have sufficient incentives for moral divergence in the speeches considered thus far. Although we explored variations in audience composition (in-party supporters vs. broader population), all of the speeches received substantial media attention and were, in principle, accessible to the entire electorate. To address this potential shortcoming, we leveraged an additional set of documents, consisting of direct messages from politicians to their constituents. More specifically, we examined a random sample of 1,000 newsletter emails that were sent to the supporters of US senators in 2020.7

After collecting the sample of emails, we again used the same procedures as in Study 1 to extract the overall proportion of moral foundation terms as well as differences in the semantic context of each dimension. The results are displayed in Fig. 5. In a context where politicians speak directly and exclusively to their supporters, moral divergence is substantially more pronounced in terms of both the relative emphasis on individual moral foundations as well as the semantic context of moral terms. Similar to previous results, however, differences between liberal and conservative politicians are not always consistent with the predictions of MFT.

Figure 4a reveals that Democratic senators emphasize the care, loyalty, and sanctity foundation more than their Republican counterparts. Democratic senators’ higher emphasis on loyalty and sanctity, as well as the lack of party differences on the fairness dimension, directly contradict MFT. As before, our embedding analysis presented in Fig. 4b helps to contextualize these findings. Take fairness for example: based on the mentioning of the moral foundation alone, there

---

5Note that the comparison in Table 2 only serves illustrative purposes. When computing the average differences in cosine similarities reported above, we omit all within-document comparisons.

6We thank an anonymous reviewer for raising this important point.

7These data come from Lindsey Cormack’s (2017) data set of constituent e-newsletters. The full set of emails is accessible via https://www.dcinbox.com/.
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appears to be no significant difference between Democratic and Republican senators, again a finding that is inconsistent with MFT. At the same time, however, moral divergence based on the semantic context in which dictionary terms appears is higher for the fairness dimension than any other moral foundation. Although liberal and conservative congressmen appear to emphasize fairness to the same degree, they differ substantially in the underlying meaning they attach to the moral dimension. Similar arguments can be made for the loyalty and sanctity foundation, which appears to be more strongly emphasized by Democratic than Republican senators. To understand ideological differentiation in moral reasoning, what matters is not only the relative degree to which individual foundations are promoted in raw numbers but, rather, how they are contextualized and, ultimately, their underlying meaning.

It is worth emphasizing in this context that the average differences in cosine similarities (that is, our measure of moral divergence) is statistically significant across all five moral foundations. In contrast, in our previous analyses, these differences were only distinguishable from zero for a few individual foundations. One explanation for this finding, of course, is the fact that the number of documents is substantially larger, which implies higher statistical power. At the same time, we maintain there is good reason to believe that this result is, at least partly, driven by differences in audience composition. First, the emails were directly sent to supporters who signed up for the newsletters, which implies that senators can directly speak to a narrow and exclusive audience. Following the theoretical arguments outlined at the beginning of this article, this represents the most likely case for moral divergence in terms of both the relative emphasis of specific foundations as well as their diverging meaning. Furthermore, the emails selected for this analysis were all sent in 2020, whereas previous speech corpora covered periods of up to eighty-four years. Since the meanings of morality change over time and our measure of moral divergence takes into account within-party variation in semantic contexts, it is likely that larger periods increase within-party variation, therefore reducing the relative between-party moral divergence.

**Discussion**

We examined elite moral rhetoric across a variety of contexts. When it comes to the relative emphasis on moral foundations, ideological differentiation is not as clear as MFT would predict. Some of our findings directly contradict the theory. For instance, Democrats in the US sometimes emphasize the loyalty foundation more than their Republican counterparts. Although similar results have been reported in previous research (for example, Sterling and Jost 2018), these
apparent inconsistencies with MFT exemplify the advantage of our sentence embedding approach since it helps us contextualize observed differences in moral rhetoric (or the lack thereof). In the case of the Democrats’ emphasis on the loyalty foundation, for example, we found evidence that these moral terms appear in systematically different contexts than when mentioned by Republicans. A potential explanation for this moral divergence on the loyalty foundation could be the fact that Democrats have to rely on more diverse coalitions of voters than Republicans (see Grossmann and Hopkins 2016). Thus, their campaign rhetoric may require more intense (and different) appeals to loyalty to cultivate greater unity among their supporters.

On the other hand, the presidential debates also revealed a stronger emphasis on the authority dimension among Democratic candidates. In contrast to the loyalty foundation, we found no evidence that these moral terms appear in diverging contexts. This result could either imply a more unequivocal deviation from MFT or it may suggest that Democratic candidates are making systematic attempts to appeal to conservative voters. While more work is necessary to disentangle both potential explanations, our sentence embedding approach provides a first step to differentiate between apparent inconsistencies with MFT and other cases where moral dimensions are simply interpreted differently across the ideological spectrum.

Another possible explanation for the at times inconsistent findings is the need to revise the MFD and its underlying theoretical framework. For instance, previous scholars have proposed the inclusion of a sixth moral foundation, liberty, particularly because it helps differentiate the moral profile of libertarians (for example, Iyer et al. 2012). While an expansion of the MFD is beyond the scope of this article, we believe that these are important and promising areas for future research (see for example Araque, Gatti, and Kalimeri 2021; Rezapour, Shah, and Diesner 2019).

What we are left with is the question of why moral divergence appears so much more pronounced in the case of UK speeches when compared to the US (at least in the context of Study 1). Our theoretical argument surrounding audience composition suggests that UK party leader speeches, where we found the strongest evidence for moral divergence on multiple foundations, may gain less widespread attention than, say, party convention speeches in the US. After all, party conventions in the US are only held in the context of presidential elections and are scrutinized by the liberal and conservative media alike. UK party leader speeches, on the other hand, are held once a year and receive comparatively less media attention. Thus, party leaders in the UK can be presumed to address mostly supporters, which results in stronger moral divergence. This argument is supported by our supplemental analysis in Study 2, which revealed even more pronounced moral divergence in the context of email newsletters sent directly by US senators to their respective supporters. In sum, what appears to matter most in determining moral rhetoric is audience composition and whether their messaging can exclusively target supporters.

At the same time, we have to consider the possibility that our somewhat ambiguous findings on moral divergence may be a consequence of our embedding approach itself. To assess this option, we replicate our analyses using a related alternative approach. In a recent paper, Rodriguez, Spirling, and Stewart (2023) propose a new method to compare the meaning of individual words across different sets of documents based on pre-trained word embeddings. Instead of computing individual sentence embeddings for each occurrence of a term included in the dictionary (as in our approach), they compute average embeddings of a target term itself across each set of documents. We implement their embedding regression framework for each moral foundation and compare the resulting embedding vectors between liberal and conservative politicians (see Appendix D). In contrast to our findings, the replication using the method proposed by Rodriguez, Spirling, and Stewart (2023) suggests that all moral foundations across all types of documents are significantly different between liberal and conservative politicians. Crucially, however, their approach fails to account for the within-party variation in a semantic context. Thus, Rodriguez, Spirling, and Stewart (2023) overestimate the extent to which context embeddings differ between liberal and conservative politicians relative to the varying semantic context within each group.
Conclusion

While the fundamental question of what is morally right or wrong is central to politics, exploring the underlying dynamics of moral rhetoric remains an empirical challenge. Here, using the state-of-the-art dictionary to measure moral foundations in text, we began our study by examining whether and how moral rhetoric differs between liberal and conservative political elites. In contrast to theoretical expectations established in the literature, we found no consistent ideological differences in the average emphasis on moral foundations across five types of political speeches and debates from two countries covering a period of more than fifty years. Despite the previous success of MFT at establishing core relationships between the five dimensions of morality and ideology in the mass public, we find no evidence for equivalent patterns in political elite rhetoric.

Compared to previous studies in this area, however, we move beyond simple dictionary methods by employing a novel sentence embedding approach, allowing us to directly compare the semantic context in which liberal and conservative politicians use the same moral terms. In sum, the results show that politicians rely on moral language in more nuanced ways than hitherto assumed in the literature. In the US, we find ideological differences in the semantic context of moral language use focused on the loyalty dimension. Evidence from the UK, on the other hand, suggests that elite rhetoric is particularly contested surrounding the fairness dimension. Overall, even though politicians across the ideological spectrum tend to rely on the same moral terms in their speeches, they appear to use them in systematically different contexts and attach diverging meanings to them. This moral divergence, in turn, is particularly pronounced in contexts where elites can directly address a narrow and exclusive audience.

Together, we view our results as a first step towards a better understanding of the role of morality in political communication, and there are fruitful avenues for future research to disentangle when and how particular moral values are evoked in a given context. Overall, we recommend caution when applying standard dictionary approaches alone to capture ideological differences in moral rhetoric since these fail to account for the semantic context in which politicians use moral language. From a more general methodological perspective, the sentence embedding approach developed here provides a useful tool to validate other dictionaries, especially in contexts where researchers are worried about similar terms being used in diverging contexts.
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